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The Center for Sustainability Studies (GVces) of the School of Business 
AdministraAon at Getulio Vargas FoundaAon (FGV-EAESP) has, since 2013, simulated 
an Emissions Trading System with Brazilian companies, called the EPC ETS. This market 
simulaAon is part of the Businesses for Climate PlaNorm (EPC), an iniAaAve which 
intents to raise awareness for and engage business leaders about the management 
and reducAon of greenhouse gas emissions and climate related risks, as well as 
proposing public policies for a low carbon economy.

EPC ETS aims to engage Brazilian companies in the debate and promote learning 
about suitable approaches for a comprehensive carbon market in Brazil, as well as co-
creaAng, with the companies, clear proposals for the government about a possible 
market in the country, highlighAng businesses percepAons and proposals (on the 
maYer).

The proposals contained here intend to support government decisions in case 
an emissions trading system gets adopted. As such, no assessments are offered on the 
relevance or applicability of an ETS in Brazil, or any other pricing mechanisms. Only 
general and structural recommendaAons for a market are made, with the purpose of 
helping to design such an instrument, should an ETS be established in the country.

The Proposals for an Emissions Trading System in Brazil were formulated based 
on the knowledge acquired by member companies throughout EPC ETS' building and 
implemenAng processes in 2013, and during its three years of operaAon (2014-2016). 
They were also based on exisAng ETSs, such as California’s Cap and Trade Program and 
the European Union Emissions Trading System (EU ETS). AddiAonally, previous studies 
carried out by GVces for Brazil's Ministry of Finance represented fundamental stepping 
stones for an iniAal understanding of the technical features of an emissions trading 
system.

The Proposals presented in this document were built in conjuncAon with EPC 
ETS member companies, who shared not only their learnings from three years of 
parAcipaAon in the market simulaAon, but also their views and percepAons on the 
subject. It is of great importance that government iniAaAves on carbon pricing are 
shared with society from their concepAon, so that the adopted mechanism might have 
wide acceptance and counts on the commitment of the actors involved.

IntroducAon1



These general recommendaAons seek to strengthen the understanding that 
emissions trading systems are embedded in broader contexts, naAonally as well as 
internaAonally. They therefore highlight some aspects associated with broader issues, 
which should also be considered during the planning and implementaAon of an ETS. 



It is recommended that: 


General recommendaAons for an ETS in Brazil2

Decisions on sectors and acAviAes 
covered by the market take into 

account the costs and benefits of 
including emicng sources in the 
ETS, and are based on regulatory 

impact analysis. 

An ETS of naAonal scope be 
designed so as to allow, at a later 

stage in its implementaAon, 
possible links with trading 

systems of other countries.

The	 reduc)on	 target	 set	 for	 the	 group	
of	 actors	 regulated	 via	 the	 ETS	 be	
stringent	enough	so	as	to	guarantee	a	
s ignificant	 contribu0on	 to	 the	
achievement	 of	 na0onal	 mi0ga0on	
commitments.	This	 implies	adjustment	
provisions	 for	 maintaining	 the	 cap's	
stringency.	

Assessments of the objecAves and scope 
of the ETS consider its effects on issues of 

compeAAveness of exposed actors. An 
important measure for the protecAon of 
compeAAveness of Brazilian companies 

could be the (addiAonal) free distribuAon 
of permits for sectors more exposed to 

compeAAon from internaAonal markets. 

An ETS pilot is created before the start of 
a mandatory ETS for the training and 

engagement of actors involved.

All and any miAgaAon policy 
instruments be supported by 

robust, transparent, and 
constantly updated informaAon 
systems. This parAcularly applies 

to carbon pricing instruments 
such as an ETS.



Proposals for seven structural elements are presented for the operaAonalizaAon 
of an ETS in Brazil: MRV systems, compliance and enforcement, coverage, emissions 
limit (cap), allocaAon of permits, mechanisms of stabilizaAon and flexibility and 
stakeholders engagement.

Proposal for structural elements3

•  CreaAon of a naAonal emissions reporAng 
program, with boYom-up features that 
provides guidelines and sets standard 
procedures for monitoring, reporAng, and 
verificaAon of disaggregated informaAon at 
the smallest organizaAonal level possible (per 
business unit or plant/installaAon).

•  NaAonal emissions reporAng program 
featuring a database of standard (GHG) 
emission factors, to be used by regulated 
actors in the quanAficaAon of their emissions, 
leaving to companies the possibility of 
demonstraAng greater carbon efficiency.

•  CreaAon of an emissions reporAng program 
prior to the start of the ETS, with sufficient 
Ame to obtain data about sources of 
emissions that allow the regulaAng agent to 
make informed decisions about structural 
elements of the market.

•  Prior to the creaAon of a naAonal emissions 
reporAng program, consideraAon of similar 
funcAoning state-wide informaAon systems, 
so to promote alignment between the 
naAonal system and exisAng systems.

•  DefiniAons of sectors and acAviAes to be 
included in a naAonal ETS that consider, 
among other aspects, the costs 
associated with the inclusion of a 
specific emissions source.

•  Coverage of sectors and acAviAes that 
include emissions’ sources which are 
representaAve of Brazil’s emissions 
profile, as yet unregulated via other 
instruments or policies.

•  IniAal inclusion of acAviAes and sources 
for which it is possible to require 
compliance with report guidelines and 
adequate audiAng, in order to ensure 
environmental integrity.

•  ConsultaAon or parAcipaAon of 
regulated sectors in the process of 
defining the cap in an ETS of naAonal 
scope.

•  IniAal adopAon of an absolute cap, due 
to a possible lack of informaAon needed, 
and subsequent feas ib i l i t y and 
desirability studies of adopAng a relaAve 
cap.

•  CalculaAon of ETS reducAon targets 
based on historical emission averages, 
thus avoiding the use of a single base 
year for definiAon of the cap.

•  CreaAon of a reservaAon account, as 
part of the cap, for allocaAng permits to 
possible new entrants in the market.

MRV System 

•  Establishment of procedures and mechanisms 
to facilitate, promote and enforce compliance 
to achieve the ETS objecAves. However, they 
should be designed so as to not unduly impair 
the compeAAveness of punished actors.

Coverage

Compliance and Enforcement

Emission Limit (Cap)



Proposal for structural elements3

•  AdopAon of mechanisms which aim to 
ensure a stable price range for market 
traded permits, with the goal of offering 
a long term price signal.

•  Establishment of compleAon periods 
greater than a year, which may 
contribute to reaching ETS objecAves by 
allowing regulated actors to plan and 
implement acAons to reduce their 
emissions.

•  AdopAon of ‘banking’ (transfer of part of 
permit surplus balance to the next 
compleAon period), giving parAcipants 
greater flexibility for complying with 
their targets.

•  Inclusion of offsets, since it is an 
important mechanism of flexibility, but 
with limited use so that most of the 
results are obtained by regulated actors 
themselves. Acceptance of offsets 
should be grounded in criteria that aims 
to ensure the environmental integrity of 
the carbon credits used.

•  PreparaAon and disseminaAon of a Stakeholders Engagement Plan. The involvement of 
stakeholders is key to provide acceptance and support for developing and implemenAng an 
emissions trading system.

•  ConducAon of workshops, meeAngs, and training sessions in which the emissions trading 
system guidelines are debated, agreed upon and, if necessary, revised.

•  CreaAon of feedback mechanisms, such as online plaNorms and public consultaAons. 
Stakeholders must be encouraged to provide feedback and make proposals for adjustments to 
help improve the system, as well as provide the required informaAon for asserAve decision 
making on behalf of the system’s governing body.

•  AllocaAon of permits via a hybrid model: 
iniAal free allocaAon combined with periodic 
aucAons. IniAally, most permits can be 
allocated for free, progressing to a higher 
allocaAon via aucAons. The free allocaAon 
will help acceptance from society and can 
minimize the impact of regulaAon. On the 
other hand, aucAons transfer the decision 
about the quanAAes necessary for seYling 
emissions to those being regulated, which 
may favour a more efficient allocaAon. 

•  Free allocaAon based on benchmarks, 
defined via intra-sectoral differenAaAon, 
based on levels of efficiency of each 
parAcipant, expressed in tCO2e per unit of 
product. The adopAon of intra-sectoral 
carbon intensity indicators (CIIs) makes it 
possible to compare companies within a 
sector or subsector, and allows for the 
consideraAon of the specifics inherent to 
each producAve process when defining 
benchmarks 

•  Secng a limit to the amount of permits a 
single parAcipant may acquire through 
aucAon, to prevent the unsubstanAated 
emergence of market-power among 
regulated actors.

AllocaAon of Permits Mechanisms of StabilisaAon 
and Flexibility 

Stakeholder Engagement 


